
Assess
Turn-key apps testing for Windows

Apptimized Assess provides you

with a cloud-based solution with

the latest available versions of

Windows platforms, ready for

your ad-hoc testing needs

Application testing is a necessary and

basic component for companies producing

ISV (Independent Software Venders) as well

as companies who are the users

of these applications. An incorrect operation of

a single application or its incompatibility with

other applications can lead to products or

Windows platforms falling over and leading to

non-productive systems.

Improving your infrastructure and

supporting the wider business requires time

and money. Cutting corners to make savings

can mean that installing new apps on your

computer can lead to gaps in security. This is

where our cloud solution reduces risk, saves

time and money with no hardware

investment.

BENEFITS TO
YOUR ORGANIZATION

Easy manual testing

Our comprehensive Assess 
tool allows you to test both 
application and packages 
quickly and easily in an 
environment that's prepare
d and ready to go.

Test in Cloud

Test both independently and 
for its compatibility 
with other applications. 
Testing in the cloud acts as a 
remote simulator of your 
current business 
environment, allowing you 
test and receive more 
realistic outcomes.

Stay modern

Using Assess means all  your 
applications new releases 
can be tested against your 
current OS build and 
new version OSs as they are 
released.
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Key Product Features

Keep in mind real conditions

Some applications cannot work independently.

Firstly, you must configure the operation of

interrelated components. Prerequisites will make

it possible to establish dependencies between

applications and allow to conduct a test case

accurately. Assess allows you to test your

applications in readiness for installation in a

separated environment and identify any

potential conflicts before they happen in the

live environment.

Generate reports

Each step performed during the testing process of

the application is recorded. Before

uploading the results, you can edit the recorded

actions and leave additional supporting

comments if necessary. This creates a

document*, describing each step in the test case

making problem solving simpler and quicker, with

the ability to reproduce the test case should you

need to.

*Documentation formats are HTML & PDF

Virtual machines in your browser

Assess is not reliant on your

environment; Apptimized has prepared virtual

machines ready for your testing needs. All you

need is access to the internet,

Apptimized provides unrestricted, 24/7 access so

your users can work any time, any place (with

internet!).

Mass testing

If necessary, you can conduct parallel testing with

several Virtual Machines and no need to load your

local machine. Saving time waiting for programs to

install or fi les deployed to the machine.

Custom reports

Fully customizable templates so you can maintain

consistency with your internal documentation. If

you need to make changes, these will be

automatically applied to testing documentation

already completed.

Easy access to the latest Windows build

For testing, we offer over 25 platforms, each with

basic information, including the version history. In

addition, the database of platforms available is

monitored and regularly updated. Apptimized

monitor new versions releases so you are provided

with the latest information and releases to test

against.

Azure integration

If you have previously or currently worked

with Azure Virtual Machines, no need to change

your processes. Apptimized can be configured

in order to integrate them and allow to

run additional tests on them if necessary.

Testing made easy

Intuitive and user-friendly interface gets you ready

to start testing in no time. Once you're all set and

depending on the complexity you could have your

first test case completed in less than 10

minutes. Apptimized offers you flexibility in

its configuration, allowing you to add

colleagues and restrict permissions so they only

access the workflow stages they need in order to

work with the applications. Partners have a

fully customizable tenant whitelable system

to ensure consistency with your

corporate identity. This adds value to partner

customers, giving them access so they are able

to 'rent' Apptimized.


